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• our origins ?	
!

➡  inflation & reheating	
!

๏  two approaches:	
1. simple enough models — general predictions	
2. complex enough models — new statistical approach
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initial conditions  
for density perturbations ?



Planck 2015

CMB temperature anisotropies 
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initial conditions — gravity — observed structure 

caveat: need dark matter to make this work



a conundrum … and a solution 
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inflation and long distance correlations
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happened in 14 billion years!	

quantum jitter 	
in space-time	

gravity — correlations in galaxies



• what is the physics of inflation ? 
!

• how did inflation end ? (reheating) 
!

• Standard model? (or an UV complete theory)
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SIMPLE enough COMPLEX enough



1. Simple models  
& their general phenomenology

ä > 0

* simplest things I can get away with



• what drives inflation ? 
!

• how did inflation end ? 
!

• Standard model?

ä > 0



a scalar field drives inflation

L =
1
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'(t,x)

Lagrangian:

* for inflation including gauge fields, see P. Adshead & M. Wyman’s (2012)
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constraints from observations
Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 21. Left: Constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r0.002 in the ⇤CDM model, using Planck TT+lowP and Planck
TT+lowP+lensing+BAO+JLA+H0 (red and blue, respectively) assuming negligible running and the inflationary consistency rela-
tion. The result is model-dependent; for example, the grey contours show how the results change if there were additional relativistic
degrees of freedom with �Ne↵ = 0.39 (disfavoured, but not excluded, by Planck). Dotted lines show loci of approximately con-
stant e-folding number N, assuming simple V / (�/mPl)p single-field inflation. Solid lines show the approximate ns–r relation for
quadratic and linear potentials to first order in slow roll; red lines show the approximate allowed range assuming 50 < N < 60 and
a power-law potential for the duration of inflation. The solid black line (corresponding to a linear potential) separates concave and
convex potentials. Right: Equivalent constraints in the ⇤CDM model when adding B-mode polarization results corresponding to the
default configuration of the BICEP2/Keck Array+Planck (BKP) likelihood. These exclude the quadratic potential at a higher level
of significance compared to the Planck-alone constraints.

limited by cosmic variance of the dominant scalar anisotropies,
and it is also model dependent. In polarization, in addition to B-
modes, the EE and T E spectra also contain a signal from tensor
modes coming from reionization and last scattering. However,
in this release the addition of Planck polarization constraints at
` � 30 do not significantly change the results from temperature
and low-` polarization (see Table 5).

Figure 21 shows the 2015 Planck constraint in the ns–r plane,
adding r as a one-parameter extension to base ⇤CDM. Note that
for base ⇤CDM (r = 0), the value of ns is

ns = 0.9655 ± 0.0062, Planck TT+lowP. (38)

We highlight this number here since ns, a key parameter for in-
flationary cosmology, shows one of the largest shifts of any pa-
rameter in base ⇤CDM between the Planck 2013 and Planck
2015 analyses (about 0.7�). As explained in Sect. 3.1, part of
this shift was caused by the ` ⇡ 1800 systematic in the nominal-
mission 217 ⇥ 217 spectrum used in PCP13.

The red contours in Fig. 21 show the constraints from Planck
TT+lowP. These are similar to the constraints shown in Fig. 23
of PCP13, but with ns shifted to slightly higher values. The ad-
dition of BAO or the Planck lensing data to Planck TT+lowP
lowers the value of ⌦ch2, which at fixed ✓⇤ increases the small-
scale CMB power. To maintain the fit to the Planck tempera-
ture power spectrum for models with r = 0, these parameter
shifts are compensated by a change in amplitude As and the tilt
ns (by about 0.4�). The increase in ns to match the observed
power on small scales leads to a decrease in the scalar power
on large scales, allowing room for a slightly larger contribution

from tensor modes. The constraints shown by the blue contours
in Fig. 21, which add Planck lensing, BAO, and other astrophys-
ical data, are therefore tighter in the ns direction and shifted to
slightly higher values, but marginally weaker in the r-direction.
The 95 % limits on r0.002 are

r0.002 < 0.10, Planck TT+lowP, (39a)
r0.002 < 0.11, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext, (39b)

consistent with the results reported in PCP13. Note that we as-
sume the second-order slow-roll consistency relation for the ten-
sor spectral index. The result in Eqs. (39a) and (39b) are mildly
scale dependent, with equivalent limits on r0.05 being weaker by
about 5 %.

PCP13 noted a mismatch between the best-fit base ⇤CDM
model and the temperature power spectrum at multipoles ` <⇠ 40,
partly driven by the dip in the multipole range 20 <⇠ ` <⇠ 30. If
this mismatch is simply a statistical fluctuation of the ⇤CDM
model (and there is no compelling evidence to think otherwise),
the strong Planck limit (compared to forecasts) is the result of
chance low levels of scalar mode confusion. On the other hand if
the dip represents a failure of the ⇤CDM model, the 95 % limits
of Eqs. (39a) and (39b) may be underestimates. These issues are
considered at greater length in Planck Collaboration XX (2015)
and will not be discussed further in this paper.

As mentioned above, the Planck temperature constraints on
r are model-dependent and extensions to ⇤CDM can give sig-
nificantly di↵erent results. For example, extra relativistic de-
grees of freedom increase the small-scale damping of the CMB
anisotropies at a fixed angular scale, which can be compensated
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for example:	
!
Silverstein & Westhpal (2008)	
McAllister et. al (2014)	
Kallosh & Linde (2014)



• what drives inflation ? 
!

• how did inflation end ? 
!

• Standard model?
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energy transfer: “reheating”

�, �

• shape of the potential (self couplings)	
!
• couplings to other fields

for example:	
Kofman, Linde & Starobinsky (1994)	
review: MA, Kaiser, Karouby & Hertzberg (2014)



end of inflation in “simple” models

� , �

• shape of the potential (self couplings) 	
!
• couplings to other fields

V (�) / |�|2n

|�| ⇠ M

for example:	
!
Silverstein & Westhpal (2008)	
McAllister et. al (2014)	
Kallosh & Linde (2014)



end of inflation in “simple” models

� , �

• shape of the potential (self couplings)	
!
• couplings to other fields

V (�) / |�|2n

|�| ⇠ M

power law at the minimum

scale where potential flattens

flattened potential

for example:	
!
Silverstein & Westhpal (2008)	
McAllister et. al (2014)	
Kallosh & Linde (2014)



end of inflation in “simple” models

(i)   what are the dynamics ?	

(ii)  eq. of state & how long to radiation domination ?	

(iii) obs. consequences ?

V (�) / |�|2n

|�| ⇠ M

Lozanov & MA (2016) + earlier works



homogeneous dynamics

V (�) / |�|2n

|�| ⇠ M



homogeneous eq. of state

V (�) / |�|2n

|�| ⇠ M

Turner (1983)	
* can be obtained from a viral theorem

3

Figure 3. The equation of state parameter obtained from the numerical simulations is shown for di↵erent values of
n and M . The orange curve and green curves correspond to initially e�cient (M ⇡ 7.75⇥ 10�3mPl) and ine�cient
resonance (M ⇡ 2.45mPl), with M ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl separating the two regimes. The horizontal axes show the
number of e-folds after the end of inflation for e�cient (orange, bottom axis) and ine�cient (green, top axis)
resonance. The dashed line is drawn at w = 1/3 and the dotted line denotes the homogeneous equation of state.

complete fragmentation. The above statements
are quite general; however, n = 1 is special. In this
case, the higher order bands become too narrow
to allow for significant particle production at late
times, thus arresting further fragmentation.

Lattice simulations — The presence of linear
instabilities eventually leads to significant non-
linear dynamics of the fields. To study these
non-linear dynamics we solve the equations of
motion ⇤� + @�V = 0 and the Friedmann equa-
tion numerically using a parallelized version of
LatticeEasy [26]. We initialize the simulations
around the end of inflation with a homogeneous
condensate + vacuum fluctuations and evolve
them for a few�10 e-folds of expansion after this
instant. We ran di↵erent simulations (depending
on parameters) with N = 1283, 2563, 5123, and/or
10243 lattices, with the initial size of the simu-
lation volumes L ⇠ (few � 0.1)H�1

inf

. We always
terminated the simulations before resolution
e↵ects became important. Conservatively, the
lattice simulation results should be trusted for
the number of e-folds shown in Fig. 3. We also
verified that our results are independent of the
initial power spectra of field fluctuations on scales
which are not resonantly excited during the linear
stage. The details of the numerical checks and the
evolution of the power spectra will be presented
elsewhere.

The Equation of State — We now turn our
attention to the equation of state parameter
defined as

w ⌘ hpi
s

h⇢i
s

=
h�̇2/2 � (r�)2/6a2 � V i

s

h�̇2/2 + (r�)2/2a2 + V i
s

. (3)

Here, p and ⇢ are the energy density and pressure
of the inflaton field respectively. The symbol h. . .i

s

stands for spatial average. The equation of state is
often rapidly oscillating compared to the expansion
time scales; a time average over many oscillations
should be assumed when we refer to w unless other-
wise stated. Note that if the spatially and tempo-
rally averaged gradient and kinetic energy densities
are equal to each other and dominate over the po-
tential energy density, we get w = 1/3.

We find the following results for the equation of
state at su�ciently late times:

w !
(

0 if n = 1 ,

1/3 if n > 1 ,
(4)

and independent of M . mPl. We explain the in-
dependence from M , the special nature of n = 1,
and the generic behavior for n > 1 below.

For e�cient initial resonance (M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl) the linear fluctuations grow
rapidly and backreact on the condensate. For
n = 1, meta-stable pseudo solitons (oscillons, see
for e.g. [27, 28]) are copiously produced within 1
e-fold of expansion. They behave as pressureless
dust, w = 0, and can lead to a long period of
matter dominated expansion. See the leftmost
panel in Fig. 3. For the n > 1 case, we still form
highly overdense field configurations that dominate
the energy density, but they are transients, lasting
for about an e-fold of expansion. Shortly after

⇡ n� 1

n+ 1

eq. of state w =

pressure

density



(i) existence of wings (self-couplings)	

and/ or	

(ii)  non-quadratic minimum 

fragmentation is (almost) inevitable
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* but might take a while depending on parameters



result of fragmented dynamics  
* after sufficient time
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eq. of state 
* after sufficient time

V (�) / |�|2n

|�| ⇠ M
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Figure 3. The equation of state parameter obtained from the numerical simulations is shown for di↵erent values of
n and M . The orange curve and green curves correspond to initially e�cient (M ⇡ 7.75⇥ 10�3mPl) and ine�cient
resonance (M ⇡ 2.45mPl), with M ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl separating the two regimes. The horizontal axes show the
number of e-folds after the end of inflation for e�cient (orange, bottom axis) and ine�cient (green, top axis)
resonance. The dashed line is drawn at w = 1/3 and the dotted line denotes the homogeneous equation of state.

complete fragmentation. The above statements
are quite general; however, n = 1 is special. In this
case, the higher order bands become too narrow
to allow for significant particle production at late
times, thus arresting further fragmentation.

Lattice simulations — The presence of linear
instabilities eventually leads to significant non-
linear dynamics of the fields. To study these
non-linear dynamics we solve the equations of
motion ⇤� + @�V = 0 and the Friedmann equa-
tion numerically using a parallelized version of
LatticeEasy [26]. We initialize the simulations
around the end of inflation with a homogeneous
condensate + vacuum fluctuations and evolve
them for a few�10 e-folds of expansion after this
instant. We ran di↵erent simulations (depending
on parameters) with N = 1283, 2563, 5123, and/or
10243 lattices, with the initial size of the simu-
lation volumes L ⇠ (few � 0.1)H�1

inf

. We always
terminated the simulations before resolution
e↵ects became important. Conservatively, the
lattice simulation results should be trusted for
the number of e-folds shown in Fig. 3. We also
verified that our results are independent of the
initial power spectra of field fluctuations on scales
which are not resonantly excited during the linear
stage. The details of the numerical checks and the
evolution of the power spectra will be presented
elsewhere.

The Equation of State — We now turn our
attention to the equation of state parameter
defined as
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Here, p and ⇢ are the energy density and pressure
of the inflaton field respectively. The symbol h. . .i

s

stands for spatial average. The equation of state is
often rapidly oscillating compared to the expansion
time scales; a time average over many oscillations
should be assumed when we refer to w unless other-
wise stated. Note that if the spatially and tempo-
rally averaged gradient and kinetic energy densities
are equal to each other and dominate over the po-
tential energy density, we get w = 1/3.

We find the following results for the equation of
state at su�ciently late times:

w !
(

0 if n = 1 ,

1/3 if n > 1 ,
(4)

and independent of M . mPl. We explain the in-
dependence from M , the special nature of n = 1,
and the generic behavior for n > 1 below.

For e�cient initial resonance (M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl) the linear fluctuations grow
rapidly and backreact on the condensate. For
n = 1, meta-stable pseudo solitons (oscillons, see
for e.g. [27, 28]) are copiously produced within 1
e-fold of expansion. They behave as pressureless
dust, w = 0, and can lead to a long period of
matter dominated expansion. See the leftmost
panel in Fig. 3. For the n > 1 case, we still form
highly overdense field configurations that dominate
the energy density, but they are transients, lasting
for about an e-fold of expansion. Shortly after
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eq. of state — Floquet & expansion
2

Figure 2. The instability bands and the magnitude of the Floquet exponent (in units of the field dependent
e↵ective mass m(�̄)) are shown as functions of the oscillating condensate amplitude and the dimensionless physical
wavenumber  = k/am. The white lines indicate how a given co-moving wavenumber passes through the instability
bands as the universe expands.

Linear Instability Analysis — At the end of infla-
tion, the homogeneous inflaton condensate �̄ starts
oscillating around the minimum of its potential. In
the presence of any perturbations, such homoge-
neous oscillations are unstable: they lead to a rapid
growth in field perturbations ��(t,x ), or equiva-
lently, to non-adiabatic particle production [22–25].

A useful way of characterizing the e�ciency of
particle production is as follows. First, let us ignore
expansion. Floquet theory tells us that the gen-
eral solution for the field perturbations in Fourier
space is of the form ��

k

/ exp(±µkt), where µk is
the Floquet exponent. If <(µk) 6= 0, then there is
an ‘unstable’ solution growing exponentially with
time. In general, any nonlinearity in V (�) will
lead to resonant particle production. The real part
of the Floquet exponent, which characterizes the
particle production rate, is shown in Fig. 2 as a
function of the amplitude of the oscillating con-
denstate and the physical wavenumber  ⌘ k/am

(with a = 1). Note that we have expressed k and
µk in units of a field/time dependent e↵ective mass

scale: m2 ⌘ 2n⇤2 (⇤/M)2
�
�̄/M

�
2(n�1)

. This e↵ec-
tive mass scale m2 ⇡ @

¯�V/�̄ when �̄ ⌧ M and is
what sets the period of �̄.

The expansion of the universe can now be in-
corporated qualitatively. The amplitude of the
inflaton field oscillating in V / |�|2n decays as
�̄ / a�3/(n+1), and the dimensionless wavenumber
scales as  / a�2(2�n)/(1+n). Hence a given Fourier
mode flows through a number of Floquet bands as
shown in Fig. 2. Heuristically, the mode will grow
if the expansion rate H is much less than |<(µk)|.
Strong resonance occurs for |<(µk)|/H ⇠> O[10].

For the lowest-k band (k/am near 0):

[|<(µk)|/H]0
max

= f(n)(mPl/M), (1)

where f(n) . O[1] with a very weak dependence
on n for moderate values of n. It is M/mPl that
controls whether there is e�cient self-resonance
at low wave-numbers. In particular, for M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl, the fluctuations grow rapidly and
become energetically comparable to the homoge-
neous condensate. They backreact on the conden-
sate, leading to its complete fragmentation.

When the initial fragmentation is ine�cient
(M & 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl), the higher order instabil-
ity bands can play an important role. Compared
to the band near k = 0, the bands at higher k are
narrower, and < (µk) is typically smaller. However,
these narrow bands can lead to fragmentation of the
condensate at late times for two reasons. First, in
these bands

[<(µk)/H]1 / mPl/|�̄| |�̄| ⌧ M . (2)

Furthermore, the modes tend to spend a lot of
time in these narrow bands. This e↵ect can be
understood by considering the white flow lines in
Fig. 2. The flow lines cross the first narrow band
from right to left (n < 2), left to right (n > 2),
or never leave it (n = 2). The narrow resonance
will clearly persist until non-linear e↵ects become
important in the n = 2 case. Upon closer inspec-
tion, the same holds for the n < 2 and n > 2 cases
as well. For these two cases, |̇| ⇠ H. Since H

is decreasing, at some point a given k-mode will
spend su�cient time within the narrow band for
fluctuations to grow substantially. This eventually
leads to backreaction on the condensate and

3

Figure 3. The equation of state parameter obtained from the numerical simulations is shown for di↵erent values of
n and M . The orange curve and green curves correspond to initially e�cient (M ⇡ 7.75⇥ 10�3mPl) and ine�cient
resonance (M ⇡ 2.45mPl), with M ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl separating the two regimes. The horizontal axes show the
number of e-folds after the end of inflation for e�cient (orange, bottom axis) and ine�cient (green, top axis)
resonance. The dashed line is drawn at w = 1/3 and the dotted line denotes the homogeneous equation of state.

complete fragmentation. The above statements
are quite general; however, n = 1 is special. In this
case, the higher order bands become too narrow
to allow for significant particle production at late
times, thus arresting further fragmentation.

Lattice simulations — The presence of linear
instabilities eventually leads to significant non-
linear dynamics of the fields. To study these
non-linear dynamics we solve the equations of
motion ⇤� + @�V = 0 and the Friedmann equa-
tion numerically using a parallelized version of
LatticeEasy [26]. We initialize the simulations
around the end of inflation with a homogeneous
condensate + vacuum fluctuations and evolve
them for a few�10 e-folds of expansion after this
instant. We ran di↵erent simulations (depending
on parameters) with N = 1283, 2563, 5123, and/or
10243 lattices, with the initial size of the simu-
lation volumes L ⇠ (few � 0.1)H�1
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. We always
terminated the simulations before resolution
e↵ects became important. Conservatively, the
lattice simulation results should be trusted for
the number of e-folds shown in Fig. 3. We also
verified that our results are independent of the
initial power spectra of field fluctuations on scales
which are not resonantly excited during the linear
stage. The details of the numerical checks and the
evolution of the power spectra will be presented
elsewhere.

The Equation of State — We now turn our
attention to the equation of state parameter
defined as
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Here, p and ⇢ are the energy density and pressure
of the inflaton field respectively. The symbol h. . .i
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stands for spatial average. The equation of state is
often rapidly oscillating compared to the expansion
time scales; a time average over many oscillations
should be assumed when we refer to w unless other-
wise stated. Note that if the spatially and tempo-
rally averaged gradient and kinetic energy densities
are equal to each other and dominate over the po-
tential energy density, we get w = 1/3.

We find the following results for the equation of
state at su�ciently late times:
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0 if n = 1 ,

1/3 if n > 1 ,
(4)

and independent of M . mPl. We explain the in-
dependence from M , the special nature of n = 1,
and the generic behavior for n > 1 below.

For e�cient initial resonance (M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl) the linear fluctuations grow
rapidly and backreact on the condensate. For
n = 1, meta-stable pseudo solitons (oscillons, see
for e.g. [27, 28]) are copiously produced within 1
e-fold of expansion. They behave as pressureless
dust, w = 0, and can lead to a long period of
matter dominated expansion. See the leftmost
panel in Fig. 3. For the n > 1 case, we still form
highly overdense field configurations that dominate
the energy density, but they are transients, lasting
for about an e-fold of expansion. Shortly after
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tion, the homogeneous inflaton condensate �̄ starts
oscillating around the minimum of its potential. In
the presence of any perturbations, such homoge-
neous oscillations are unstable: they lead to a rapid
growth in field perturbations ��(t,x ), or equiva-
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is decreasing, at some point a given k-mode will
spend su�cient time within the narrow band for
fluctuations to grow substantially. This eventually
leads to backreaction on the condensate and
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Figure 2. The instability bands and the magnitude of the Floquet exponent (in units of the field dependent
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Linear Instability Analysis — At the end of infla-
tion, the homogeneous inflaton condensate �̄ starts
oscillating around the minimum of its potential. In
the presence of any perturbations, such homoge-
neous oscillations are unstable: they lead to a rapid
growth in field perturbations ��(t,x ), or equiva-
lently, to non-adiabatic particle production [22–25].

A useful way of characterizing the e�ciency of
particle production is as follows. First, let us ignore
expansion. Floquet theory tells us that the gen-
eral solution for the field perturbations in Fourier
space is of the form ��

k

/ exp(±µkt), where µk is
the Floquet exponent. If <(µk) 6= 0, then there is
an ‘unstable’ solution growing exponentially with
time. In general, any nonlinearity in V (�) will
lead to resonant particle production. The real part
of the Floquet exponent, which characterizes the
particle production rate, is shown in Fig. 2 as a
function of the amplitude of the oscillating con-
denstate and the physical wavenumber  ⌘ k/am

(with a = 1). Note that we have expressed k and
µk in units of a field/time dependent e↵ective mass
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what sets the period of �̄.

The expansion of the universe can now be in-
corporated qualitatively. The amplitude of the
inflaton field oscillating in V / |�|2n decays as
�̄ / a�3/(n+1), and the dimensionless wavenumber
scales as  / a�2(2�n)/(1+n). Hence a given Fourier
mode flows through a number of Floquet bands as
shown in Fig. 2. Heuristically, the mode will grow
if the expansion rate H is much less than |<(µk)|.
Strong resonance occurs for |<(µk)|/H ⇠> O[10].

For the lowest-k band (k/am near 0):
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where f(n) . O[1] with a very weak dependence
on n for moderate values of n. It is M/mPl that
controls whether there is e�cient self-resonance
at low wave-numbers. In particular, for M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl, the fluctuations grow rapidly and
become energetically comparable to the homoge-
neous condensate. They backreact on the conden-
sate, leading to its complete fragmentation.

When the initial fragmentation is ine�cient
(M & 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl), the higher order instabil-
ity bands can play an important role. Compared
to the band near k = 0, the bands at higher k are
narrower, and < (µk) is typically smaller. However,
these narrow bands can lead to fragmentation of the
condensate at late times for two reasons. First, in
these bands
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Furthermore, the modes tend to spend a lot of
time in these narrow bands. This e↵ect can be
understood by considering the white flow lines in
Fig. 2. The flow lines cross the first narrow band
from right to left (n < 2), left to right (n > 2),
or never leave it (n = 2). The narrow resonance
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tion, the same holds for the n < 2 and n > 2 cases
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Linear Instability Analysis — At the end of infla-
tion, the homogeneous inflaton condensate �̄ starts
oscillating around the minimum of its potential. In
the presence of any perturbations, such homoge-
neous oscillations are unstable: they lead to a rapid
growth in field perturbations ��(t,x ), or equiva-
lently, to non-adiabatic particle production [22–25].

A useful way of characterizing the e�ciency of
particle production is as follows. First, let us ignore
expansion. Floquet theory tells us that the gen-
eral solution for the field perturbations in Fourier
space is of the form ��
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/ exp(±µkt), where µk is
the Floquet exponent. If <(µk) 6= 0, then there is
an ‘unstable’ solution growing exponentially with
time. In general, any nonlinearity in V (�) will
lead to resonant particle production. The real part
of the Floquet exponent, which characterizes the
particle production rate, is shown in Fig. 2 as a
function of the amplitude of the oscillating con-
denstate and the physical wavenumber  ⌘ k/am
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inflaton field oscillating in V / |�|2n decays as
�̄ / a�3/(n+1), and the dimensionless wavenumber
scales as  / a�2(2�n)/(1+n). Hence a given Fourier
mode flows through a number of Floquet bands as
shown in Fig. 2. Heuristically, the mode will grow
if the expansion rate H is much less than |<(µk)|.
Strong resonance occurs for |<(µk)|/H ⇠> O[10].

For the lowest-k band (k/am near 0):
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where f(n) . O[1] with a very weak dependence
on n for moderate values of n. It is M/mPl that
controls whether there is e�cient self-resonance
at low wave-numbers. In particular, for M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl, the fluctuations grow rapidly and
become energetically comparable to the homoge-
neous condensate. They backreact on the conden-
sate, leading to its complete fragmentation.

When the initial fragmentation is ine�cient
(M & 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl), the higher order instabil-
ity bands can play an important role. Compared
to the band near k = 0, the bands at higher k are
narrower, and < (µk) is typically smaller. However,
these narrow bands can lead to fragmentation of the
condensate at late times for two reasons. First, in
these bands
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Furthermore, the modes tend to spend a lot of
time in these narrow bands. This e↵ect can be
understood by considering the white flow lines in
Fig. 2. The flow lines cross the first narrow band
from right to left (n < 2), left to right (n > 2),
or never leave it (n = 2). The narrow resonance
will clearly persist until non-linear e↵ects become
important in the n = 2 case. Upon closer inspec-
tion, the same holds for the n < 2 and n > 2 cases
as well. For these two cases, |̇| ⇠ H. Since H

is decreasing, at some point a given k-mode will
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fluctuations to grow substantially. This eventually
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Figure 3. The equation of state parameter obtained from the numerical simulations is shown for di↵erent values of
n and M . The orange curve and green curves correspond to initially e�cient (M ⇡ 7.75⇥ 10�3mPl) and ine�cient
resonance (M ⇡ 2.45mPl), with M ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl separating the two regimes. The horizontal axes show the
number of e-folds after the end of inflation for e�cient (orange, bottom axis) and ine�cient (green, top axis)
resonance. The dashed line is drawn at w = 1/3 and the dotted line denotes the homogeneous equation of state.

complete fragmentation. The above statements
are quite general; however, n = 1 is special. In this
case, the higher order bands become too narrow
to allow for significant particle production at late
times, thus arresting further fragmentation.

Lattice simulations — The presence of linear
instabilities eventually leads to significant non-
linear dynamics of the fields. To study these
non-linear dynamics we solve the equations of
motion ⇤� + @�V = 0 and the Friedmann equa-
tion numerically using a parallelized version of
LatticeEasy [26]. We initialize the simulations
around the end of inflation with a homogeneous
condensate + vacuum fluctuations and evolve
them for a few�10 e-folds of expansion after this
instant. We ran di↵erent simulations (depending
on parameters) with N = 1283, 2563, 5123, and/or
10243 lattices, with the initial size of the simu-
lation volumes L ⇠ (few � 0.1)H�1

inf

. We always
terminated the simulations before resolution
e↵ects became important. Conservatively, the
lattice simulation results should be trusted for
the number of e-folds shown in Fig. 3. We also
verified that our results are independent of the
initial power spectra of field fluctuations on scales
which are not resonantly excited during the linear
stage. The details of the numerical checks and the
evolution of the power spectra will be presented
elsewhere.

The Equation of State — We now turn our
attention to the equation of state parameter
defined as

w ⌘ hpi
s

h⇢i
s

=
h�̇2/2 � (r�)2/6a2 � V i

s

h�̇2/2 + (r�)2/2a2 + V i
s

. (3)

Here, p and ⇢ are the energy density and pressure
of the inflaton field respectively. The symbol h. . .i

s

stands for spatial average. The equation of state is
often rapidly oscillating compared to the expansion
time scales; a time average over many oscillations
should be assumed when we refer to w unless other-
wise stated. Note that if the spatially and tempo-
rally averaged gradient and kinetic energy densities
are equal to each other and dominate over the po-
tential energy density, we get w = 1/3.

We find the following results for the equation of
state at su�ciently late times:

w !
(

0 if n = 1 ,

1/3 if n > 1 ,
(4)

and independent of M . mPl. We explain the in-
dependence from M , the special nature of n = 1,
and the generic behavior for n > 1 below.

For e�cient initial resonance (M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl) the linear fluctuations grow
rapidly and backreact on the condensate. For
n = 1, meta-stable pseudo solitons (oscillons, see
for e.g. [27, 28]) are copiously produced within 1
e-fold of expansion. They behave as pressureless
dust, w = 0, and can lead to a long period of
matter dominated expansion. See the leftmost
panel in Fig. 3. For the n > 1 case, we still form
highly overdense field configurations that dominate
the energy density, but they are transients, lasting
for about an e-fold of expansion. Shortly after

w 6= n� 1

n+ 1

n = 1 n > 1

M
⌧

m
p
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M
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m
p
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad

⌘ R arad

aend
d ln a,

by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N

rad

⌧ 1
since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within

�N
rad

⇠
8
<

:

1 M . 10�2mPl ,
n + 1

3
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
�N

rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the
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Figure 2. The instability bands and the magnitude of the Floquet exponent (in units of the field dependent
e↵ective mass m(�̄)) are shown as functions of the oscillating condensate amplitude and the dimensionless physical
wavenumber  = k/am. The white lines indicate how a given co-moving wavenumber passes through the instability
bands as the universe expands.

Linear Instability Analysis — At the end of infla-
tion, the homogeneous inflaton condensate �̄ starts
oscillating around the minimum of its potential. In
the presence of any perturbations, such homoge-
neous oscillations are unstable: they lead to a rapid
growth in field perturbations ��(t,x ), or equiva-
lently, to non-adiabatic particle production [22–25].

A useful way of characterizing the e�ciency of
particle production is as follows. First, let us ignore
expansion. Floquet theory tells us that the gen-
eral solution for the field perturbations in Fourier
space is of the form ��

k

/ exp(±µkt), where µk is
the Floquet exponent. If <(µk) 6= 0, then there is
an ‘unstable’ solution growing exponentially with
time. In general, any nonlinearity in V (�) will
lead to resonant particle production. The real part
of the Floquet exponent, which characterizes the
particle production rate, is shown in Fig. 2 as a
function of the amplitude of the oscillating con-
denstate and the physical wavenumber  ⌘ k/am

(with a = 1). Note that we have expressed k and
µk in units of a field/time dependent e↵ective mass
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what sets the period of �̄.

The expansion of the universe can now be in-
corporated qualitatively. The amplitude of the
inflaton field oscillating in V / |�|2n decays as
�̄ / a�3/(n+1), and the dimensionless wavenumber
scales as  / a�2(2�n)/(1+n). Hence a given Fourier
mode flows through a number of Floquet bands as
shown in Fig. 2. Heuristically, the mode will grow
if the expansion rate H is much less than |<(µk)|.
Strong resonance occurs for |<(µk)|/H ⇠> O[10].

For the lowest-k band (k/am near 0):
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= f(n)(mPl/M), (1)

where f(n) . O[1] with a very weak dependence
on n for moderate values of n. It is M/mPl that
controls whether there is e�cient self-resonance
at low wave-numbers. In particular, for M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl, the fluctuations grow rapidly and
become energetically comparable to the homoge-
neous condensate. They backreact on the conden-
sate, leading to its complete fragmentation.

When the initial fragmentation is ine�cient
(M & 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl), the higher order instabil-
ity bands can play an important role. Compared
to the band near k = 0, the bands at higher k are
narrower, and < (µk) is typically smaller. However,
these narrow bands can lead to fragmentation of the
condensate at late times for two reasons. First, in
these bands
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Furthermore, the modes tend to spend a lot of
time in these narrow bands. This e↵ect can be
understood by considering the white flow lines in
Fig. 2. The flow lines cross the first narrow band
from right to left (n < 2), left to right (n > 2),
or never leave it (n = 2). The narrow resonance
will clearly persist until non-linear e↵ects become
important in the n = 2 case. Upon closer inspec-
tion, the same holds for the n < 2 and n > 2 cases
as well. For these two cases, |̇| ⇠ H. Since H
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state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad
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by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N
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since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
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rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
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. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n
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for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
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Figure 3. The equation of state parameter obtained from the numerical simulations is shown for di↵erent values of
n and M . The orange curve and green curves correspond to initially e�cient (M ⇡ 7.75⇥ 10�3mPl) and ine�cient
resonance (M ⇡ 2.45mPl), with M ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl separating the two regimes. The horizontal axes show the
number of e-folds after the end of inflation for e�cient (orange, bottom axis) and ine�cient (green, top axis)
resonance. The dashed line is drawn at w = 1/3 and the dotted line denotes the homogeneous equation of state.

complete fragmentation. The above statements
are quite general; however, n = 1 is special. In this
case, the higher order bands become too narrow
to allow for significant particle production at late
times, thus arresting further fragmentation.

Lattice simulations — The presence of linear
instabilities eventually leads to significant non-
linear dynamics of the fields. To study these
non-linear dynamics we solve the equations of
motion ⇤� + @�V = 0 and the Friedmann equa-
tion numerically using a parallelized version of
LatticeEasy [26]. We initialize the simulations
around the end of inflation with a homogeneous
condensate + vacuum fluctuations and evolve
them for a few�10 e-folds of expansion after this
instant. We ran di↵erent simulations (depending
on parameters) with N = 1283, 2563, 5123, and/or
10243 lattices, with the initial size of the simu-
lation volumes L ⇠ (few � 0.1)H�1

inf

. We always
terminated the simulations before resolution
e↵ects became important. Conservatively, the
lattice simulation results should be trusted for
the number of e-folds shown in Fig. 3. We also
verified that our results are independent of the
initial power spectra of field fluctuations on scales
which are not resonantly excited during the linear
stage. The details of the numerical checks and the
evolution of the power spectra will be presented
elsewhere.

The Equation of State — We now turn our
attention to the equation of state parameter
defined as

w ⌘ hpi
s

h⇢i
s

=
h�̇2/2 � (r�)2/6a2 � V i

s

h�̇2/2 + (r�)2/2a2 + V i
s

. (3)

Here, p and ⇢ are the energy density and pressure
of the inflaton field respectively. The symbol h. . .i

s

stands for spatial average. The equation of state is
often rapidly oscillating compared to the expansion
time scales; a time average over many oscillations
should be assumed when we refer to w unless other-
wise stated. Note that if the spatially and tempo-
rally averaged gradient and kinetic energy densities
are equal to each other and dominate over the po-
tential energy density, we get w = 1/3.

We find the following results for the equation of
state at su�ciently late times:

w !
(

0 if n = 1 ,

1/3 if n > 1 ,
(4)

and independent of M . mPl. We explain the in-
dependence from M , the special nature of n = 1,
and the generic behavior for n > 1 below.

For e�cient initial resonance (M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl) the linear fluctuations grow
rapidly and backreact on the condensate. For
n = 1, meta-stable pseudo solitons (oscillons, see
for e.g. [27, 28]) are copiously produced within 1
e-fold of expansion. They behave as pressureless
dust, w = 0, and can lead to a long period of
matter dominated expansion. See the leftmost
panel in Fig. 3. For the n > 1 case, we still form
highly overdense field configurations that dominate
the energy density, but they are transients, lasting
for about an e-fold of expansion. Shortly after
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Figure 3. The equation of state parameter obtained from the numerical simulations is shown for di↵erent values of
n and M . The orange curve and green curves correspond to initially e�cient (M ⇡ 7.75⇥ 10�3mPl) and ine�cient
resonance (M ⇡ 2.45mPl), with M ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl separating the two regimes. The horizontal axes show the
number of e-folds after the end of inflation for e�cient (orange, bottom axis) and ine�cient (green, top axis)
resonance. The dashed line is drawn at w = 1/3 and the dotted line denotes the homogeneous equation of state.

complete fragmentation. The above statements
are quite general; however, n = 1 is special. In this
case, the higher order bands become too narrow
to allow for significant particle production at late
times, thus arresting further fragmentation.

Lattice simulations — The presence of linear
instabilities eventually leads to significant non-
linear dynamics of the fields. To study these
non-linear dynamics we solve the equations of
motion ⇤� + @�V = 0 and the Friedmann equa-
tion numerically using a parallelized version of
LatticeEasy [26]. We initialize the simulations
around the end of inflation with a homogeneous
condensate + vacuum fluctuations and evolve
them for a few�10 e-folds of expansion after this
instant. We ran di↵erent simulations (depending
on parameters) with N = 1283, 2563, 5123, and/or
10243 lattices, with the initial size of the simu-
lation volumes L ⇠ (few � 0.1)H�1

inf

. We always
terminated the simulations before resolution
e↵ects became important. Conservatively, the
lattice simulation results should be trusted for
the number of e-folds shown in Fig. 3. We also
verified that our results are independent of the
initial power spectra of field fluctuations on scales
which are not resonantly excited during the linear
stage. The details of the numerical checks and the
evolution of the power spectra will be presented
elsewhere.

The Equation of State — We now turn our
attention to the equation of state parameter
defined as

w ⌘ hpi
s

h⇢i
s

=
h�̇2/2 � (r�)2/6a2 � V i
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h�̇2/2 + (r�)2/2a2 + V i
s

. (3)

Here, p and ⇢ are the energy density and pressure
of the inflaton field respectively. The symbol h. . .i

s

stands for spatial average. The equation of state is
often rapidly oscillating compared to the expansion
time scales; a time average over many oscillations
should be assumed when we refer to w unless other-
wise stated. Note that if the spatially and tempo-
rally averaged gradient and kinetic energy densities
are equal to each other and dominate over the po-
tential energy density, we get w = 1/3.

We find the following results for the equation of
state at su�ciently late times:

w !
(

0 if n = 1 ,

1/3 if n > 1 ,
(4)

and independent of M . mPl. We explain the in-
dependence from M , the special nature of n = 1,
and the generic behavior for n > 1 below.

For e�cient initial resonance (M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl) the linear fluctuations grow
rapidly and backreact on the condensate. For
n = 1, meta-stable pseudo solitons (oscillons, see
for e.g. [27, 28]) are copiously produced within 1
e-fold of expansion. They behave as pressureless
dust, w = 0, and can lead to a long period of
matter dominated expansion. See the leftmost
panel in Fig. 3. For the n > 1 case, we still form
highly overdense field configurations that dominate
the energy density, but they are transients, lasting
for about an e-fold of expansion. Shortly after
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad

⌘ R arad

aend
d ln a,

by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N

rad

⌧ 1
since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within

�N
rad

⇠
8
<

:

1 M . 10�2mPl ,
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
�N

rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the
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Figure 3. The equation of state parameter obtained from the numerical simulations is shown for di↵erent values of
n and M . The orange curve and green curves correspond to initially e�cient (M ⇡ 7.75⇥ 10�3mPl) and ine�cient
resonance (M ⇡ 2.45mPl), with M ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl separating the two regimes. The horizontal axes show the
number of e-folds after the end of inflation for e�cient (orange, bottom axis) and ine�cient (green, top axis)
resonance. The dashed line is drawn at w = 1/3 and the dotted line denotes the homogeneous equation of state.

complete fragmentation. The above statements
are quite general; however, n = 1 is special. In this
case, the higher order bands become too narrow
to allow for significant particle production at late
times, thus arresting further fragmentation.

Lattice simulations — The presence of linear
instabilities eventually leads to significant non-
linear dynamics of the fields. To study these
non-linear dynamics we solve the equations of
motion ⇤� + @�V = 0 and the Friedmann equa-
tion numerically using a parallelized version of
LatticeEasy [26]. We initialize the simulations
around the end of inflation with a homogeneous
condensate + vacuum fluctuations and evolve
them for a few�10 e-folds of expansion after this
instant. We ran di↵erent simulations (depending
on parameters) with N = 1283, 2563, 5123, and/or
10243 lattices, with the initial size of the simu-
lation volumes L ⇠ (few � 0.1)H�1

inf

. We always
terminated the simulations before resolution
e↵ects became important. Conservatively, the
lattice simulation results should be trusted for
the number of e-folds shown in Fig. 3. We also
verified that our results are independent of the
initial power spectra of field fluctuations on scales
which are not resonantly excited during the linear
stage. The details of the numerical checks and the
evolution of the power spectra will be presented
elsewhere.

The Equation of State — We now turn our
attention to the equation of state parameter
defined as

w ⌘ hpi
s

h⇢i
s

=
h�̇2/2 � (r�)2/6a2 � V i

s

h�̇2/2 + (r�)2/2a2 + V i
s

. (3)

Here, p and ⇢ are the energy density and pressure
of the inflaton field respectively. The symbol h. . .i

s

stands for spatial average. The equation of state is
often rapidly oscillating compared to the expansion
time scales; a time average over many oscillations
should be assumed when we refer to w unless other-
wise stated. Note that if the spatially and tempo-
rally averaged gradient and kinetic energy densities
are equal to each other and dominate over the po-
tential energy density, we get w = 1/3.

We find the following results for the equation of
state at su�ciently late times:

w !
(

0 if n = 1 ,

1/3 if n > 1 ,
(4)

and independent of M . mPl. We explain the in-
dependence from M , the special nature of n = 1,
and the generic behavior for n > 1 below.

For e�cient initial resonance (M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl) the linear fluctuations grow
rapidly and backreact on the condensate. For
n = 1, meta-stable pseudo solitons (oscillons, see
for e.g. [27, 28]) are copiously produced within 1
e-fold of expansion. They behave as pressureless
dust, w = 0, and can lead to a long period of
matter dominated expansion. See the leftmost
panel in Fig. 3. For the n > 1 case, we still form
highly overdense field configurations that dominate
the energy density, but they are transients, lasting
for about an e-fold of expansion. Shortly after
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad

⌘ R arad

aend
d ln a,

by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N

rad

⌧ 1
since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
�N

rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad
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by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N
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⌧ 1
since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
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rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the
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Planck Collaboration: Cosmological parameters
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Fig. 21. Left: Constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r0.002 in the ⇤CDM model, using Planck TT+lowP and Planck
TT+lowP+lensing+BAO+JLA+H0 (red and blue, respectively) assuming negligible running and the inflationary consistency rela-
tion. The result is model-dependent; for example, the grey contours show how the results change if there were additional relativistic
degrees of freedom with �Ne↵ = 0.39 (disfavoured, but not excluded, by Planck). Dotted lines show loci of approximately con-
stant e-folding number N, assuming simple V / (�/mPl)p single-field inflation. Solid lines show the approximate ns–r relation for
quadratic and linear potentials to first order in slow roll; red lines show the approximate allowed range assuming 50 < N < 60 and
a power-law potential for the duration of inflation. The solid black line (corresponding to a linear potential) separates concave and
convex potentials. Right: Equivalent constraints in the ⇤CDM model when adding B-mode polarization results corresponding to the
default configuration of the BICEP2/Keck Array+Planck (BKP) likelihood. These exclude the quadratic potential at a higher level
of significance compared to the Planck-alone constraints.

limited by cosmic variance of the dominant scalar anisotropies,
and it is also model dependent. In polarization, in addition to B-
modes, the EE and T E spectra also contain a signal from tensor
modes coming from reionization and last scattering. However,
in this release the addition of Planck polarization constraints at
` � 30 do not significantly change the results from temperature
and low-` polarization (see Table 5).

Figure 21 shows the 2015 Planck constraint in the ns–r plane,
adding r as a one-parameter extension to base ⇤CDM. Note that
for base ⇤CDM (r = 0), the value of ns is

ns = 0.9655 ± 0.0062, Planck TT+lowP. (38)

We highlight this number here since ns, a key parameter for in-
flationary cosmology, shows one of the largest shifts of any pa-
rameter in base ⇤CDM between the Planck 2013 and Planck
2015 analyses (about 0.7�). As explained in Sect. 3.1, part of
this shift was caused by the ` ⇡ 1800 systematic in the nominal-
mission 217 ⇥ 217 spectrum used in PCP13.

The red contours in Fig. 21 show the constraints from Planck
TT+lowP. These are similar to the constraints shown in Fig. 23
of PCP13, but with ns shifted to slightly higher values. The ad-
dition of BAO or the Planck lensing data to Planck TT+lowP
lowers the value of ⌦ch2, which at fixed ✓⇤ increases the small-
scale CMB power. To maintain the fit to the Planck tempera-
ture power spectrum for models with r = 0, these parameter
shifts are compensated by a change in amplitude As and the tilt
ns (by about 0.4�). The increase in ns to match the observed
power on small scales leads to a decrease in the scalar power
on large scales, allowing room for a slightly larger contribution

from tensor modes. The constraints shown by the blue contours
in Fig. 21, which add Planck lensing, BAO, and other astrophys-
ical data, are therefore tighter in the ns direction and shifted to
slightly higher values, but marginally weaker in the r-direction.
The 95 % limits on r0.002 are

r0.002 < 0.10, Planck TT+lowP, (39a)
r0.002 < 0.11, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext, (39b)

consistent with the results reported in PCP13. Note that we as-
sume the second-order slow-roll consistency relation for the ten-
sor spectral index. The result in Eqs. (39a) and (39b) are mildly
scale dependent, with equivalent limits on r0.05 being weaker by
about 5 %.

PCP13 noted a mismatch between the best-fit base ⇤CDM
model and the temperature power spectrum at multipoles ` <⇠ 40,
partly driven by the dip in the multipole range 20 <⇠ ` <⇠ 30. If
this mismatch is simply a statistical fluctuation of the ⇤CDM
model (and there is no compelling evidence to think otherwise),
the strong Planck limit (compared to forecasts) is the result of
chance low levels of scalar mode confusion. On the other hand if
the dip represents a failure of the ⇤CDM model, the 95 % limits
of Eqs. (39a) and (39b) may be underestimates. These issues are
considered at greater length in Planck Collaboration XX (2015)
and will not be discussed further in this paper.

As mentioned above, the Planck temperature constraints on
r are model-dependent and extensions to ⇤CDM can give sig-
nificantly di↵erent results. For example, extra relativistic de-
grees of freedom increase the small-scale damping of the CMB
anisotropies at a fixed angular scale, which can be compensated
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad

⌘ R arad

aend
d ln a,

by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N

rad

⌧ 1
since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within

�N
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:
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
�N

rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad

⌘ R arad

aend
d ln a,

by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N

rad

⌧ 1
since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within

�N
rad
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
�N

rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad

⌘ R arad

aend
d ln a,

by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N

rad

⌧ 1
since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
�N

rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad

⌘ R arad

aend
d ln a,

by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N

rad

⌧ 1
since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
�N

rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the
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Figure 3. The equation of state parameter obtained from the numerical simulations is shown for di↵erent values of
n and M . The orange curve and green curves correspond to initially e�cient (M ⇡ 7.75⇥ 10�3mPl) and ine�cient
resonance (M ⇡ 2.45mPl), with M ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl separating the two regimes. The horizontal axes show the
number of e-folds after the end of inflation for e�cient (orange, bottom axis) and ine�cient (green, top axis)
resonance. The dashed line is drawn at w = 1/3 and the dotted line denotes the homogeneous equation of state.

complete fragmentation. The above statements
are quite general; however, n = 1 is special. In this
case, the higher order bands become too narrow
to allow for significant particle production at late
times, thus arresting further fragmentation.

Lattice simulations — The presence of linear
instabilities eventually leads to significant non-
linear dynamics of the fields. To study these
non-linear dynamics we solve the equations of
motion ⇤� + @�V = 0 and the Friedmann equa-
tion numerically using a parallelized version of
LatticeEasy [26]. We initialize the simulations
around the end of inflation with a homogeneous
condensate + vacuum fluctuations and evolve
them for a few�10 e-folds of expansion after this
instant. We ran di↵erent simulations (depending
on parameters) with N = 1283, 2563, 5123, and/or
10243 lattices, with the initial size of the simu-
lation volumes L ⇠ (few � 0.1)H�1

inf

. We always
terminated the simulations before resolution
e↵ects became important. Conservatively, the
lattice simulation results should be trusted for
the number of e-folds shown in Fig. 3. We also
verified that our results are independent of the
initial power spectra of field fluctuations on scales
which are not resonantly excited during the linear
stage. The details of the numerical checks and the
evolution of the power spectra will be presented
elsewhere.

The Equation of State — We now turn our
attention to the equation of state parameter
defined as

w ⌘ hpi
s

h⇢i
s

=
h�̇2/2 � (r�)2/6a2 � V i

s

h�̇2/2 + (r�)2/2a2 + V i
s

. (3)

Here, p and ⇢ are the energy density and pressure
of the inflaton field respectively. The symbol h. . .i

s

stands for spatial average. The equation of state is
often rapidly oscillating compared to the expansion
time scales; a time average over many oscillations
should be assumed when we refer to w unless other-
wise stated. Note that if the spatially and tempo-
rally averaged gradient and kinetic energy densities
are equal to each other and dominate over the po-
tential energy density, we get w = 1/3.

We find the following results for the equation of
state at su�ciently late times:

w !
(

0 if n = 1 ,

1/3 if n > 1 ,
(4)

and independent of M . mPl. We explain the in-
dependence from M , the special nature of n = 1,
and the generic behavior for n > 1 below.

For e�cient initial resonance (M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl) the linear fluctuations grow
rapidly and backreact on the condensate. For
n = 1, meta-stable pseudo solitons (oscillons, see
for e.g. [27, 28]) are copiously produced within 1
e-fold of expansion. They behave as pressureless
dust, w = 0, and can lead to a long period of
matter dominated expansion. See the leftmost
panel in Fig. 3. For the n > 1 case, we still form
highly overdense field configurations that dominate
the energy density, but they are transients, lasting
for about an e-fold of expansion. Shortly after
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Oscillons — non-topological solitons!

- approach to radiation domination 
with additional fields can be complex 
when additional fields are included

see for example: 	
Gleiser (1994)	
MA, Easther, Finkel, Flaugher & Hertzberg (2011) 	
MA (2013)	
and @ UIUC Adshead, Giblin, Scully,  Sfakianakis (2014)



left out …

related work at UIUC, for example:  	
Adshead, Cui & Shelton (2016), Adshead, Skully, Giblin & Sfakianakis (2015, 2016), Adshead & Sfakianakis (2015)   
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(i)   what are the dynamics ?	

(ii)  eq. of state & how long to radiation domination ?	

(iii) obs. consequences ?
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Fig. 21. Left: Constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r0.002 in the ⇤CDM model, using Planck TT+lowP and Planck
TT+lowP+lensing+BAO+JLA+H0 (red and blue, respectively) assuming negligible running and the inflationary consistency rela-
tion. The result is model-dependent; for example, the grey contours show how the results change if there were additional relativistic
degrees of freedom with �Ne↵ = 0.39 (disfavoured, but not excluded, by Planck). Dotted lines show loci of approximately con-
stant e-folding number N, assuming simple V / (�/mPl)p single-field inflation. Solid lines show the approximate ns–r relation for
quadratic and linear potentials to first order in slow roll; red lines show the approximate allowed range assuming 50 < N < 60 and
a power-law potential for the duration of inflation. The solid black line (corresponding to a linear potential) separates concave and
convex potentials. Right: Equivalent constraints in the ⇤CDM model when adding B-mode polarization results corresponding to the
default configuration of the BICEP2/Keck Array+Planck (BKP) likelihood. These exclude the quadratic potential at a higher level
of significance compared to the Planck-alone constraints.

limited by cosmic variance of the dominant scalar anisotropies,
and it is also model dependent. In polarization, in addition to B-
modes, the EE and T E spectra also contain a signal from tensor
modes coming from reionization and last scattering. However,
in this release the addition of Planck polarization constraints at
` � 30 do not significantly change the results from temperature
and low-` polarization (see Table 5).

Figure 21 shows the 2015 Planck constraint in the ns–r plane,
adding r as a one-parameter extension to base ⇤CDM. Note that
for base ⇤CDM (r = 0), the value of ns is

ns = 0.9655 ± 0.0062, Planck TT+lowP. (38)

We highlight this number here since ns, a key parameter for in-
flationary cosmology, shows one of the largest shifts of any pa-
rameter in base ⇤CDM between the Planck 2013 and Planck
2015 analyses (about 0.7�). As explained in Sect. 3.1, part of
this shift was caused by the ` ⇡ 1800 systematic in the nominal-
mission 217 ⇥ 217 spectrum used in PCP13.

The red contours in Fig. 21 show the constraints from Planck
TT+lowP. These are similar to the constraints shown in Fig. 23
of PCP13, but with ns shifted to slightly higher values. The ad-
dition of BAO or the Planck lensing data to Planck TT+lowP
lowers the value of ⌦ch2, which at fixed ✓⇤ increases the small-
scale CMB power. To maintain the fit to the Planck tempera-
ture power spectrum for models with r = 0, these parameter
shifts are compensated by a change in amplitude As and the tilt
ns (by about 0.4�). The increase in ns to match the observed
power on small scales leads to a decrease in the scalar power
on large scales, allowing room for a slightly larger contribution

from tensor modes. The constraints shown by the blue contours
in Fig. 21, which add Planck lensing, BAO, and other astrophys-
ical data, are therefore tighter in the ns direction and shifted to
slightly higher values, but marginally weaker in the r-direction.
The 95 % limits on r0.002 are

r0.002 < 0.10, Planck TT+lowP, (39a)
r0.002 < 0.11, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext, (39b)

consistent with the results reported in PCP13. Note that we as-
sume the second-order slow-roll consistency relation for the ten-
sor spectral index. The result in Eqs. (39a) and (39b) are mildly
scale dependent, with equivalent limits on r0.05 being weaker by
about 5 %.

PCP13 noted a mismatch between the best-fit base ⇤CDM
model and the temperature power spectrum at multipoles ` <⇠ 40,
partly driven by the dip in the multipole range 20 <⇠ ` <⇠ 30. If
this mismatch is simply a statistical fluctuation of the ⇤CDM
model (and there is no compelling evidence to think otherwise),
the strong Planck limit (compared to forecasts) is the result of
chance low levels of scalar mode confusion. On the other hand if
the dip represents a failure of the ⇤CDM model, the 95 % limits
of Eqs. (39a) and (39b) may be underestimates. These issues are
considered at greater length in Planck Collaboration XX (2015)
and will not be discussed further in this paper.

As mentioned above, the Planck temperature constraints on
r are model-dependent and extensions to ⇤CDM can give sig-
nificantly di↵erent results. For example, extra relativistic de-
grees of freedom increase the small-scale damping of the CMB
anisotropies at a fixed angular scale, which can be compensated
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Fig. 21. Left: Constraints on the tensor-to-scalar ratio r0.002 in the ⇤CDM model, using Planck TT+lowP and Planck
TT+lowP+lensing+BAO+JLA+H0 (red and blue, respectively) assuming negligible running and the inflationary consistency rela-
tion. The result is model-dependent; for example, the grey contours show how the results change if there were additional relativistic
degrees of freedom with �Ne↵ = 0.39 (disfavoured, but not excluded, by Planck). Dotted lines show loci of approximately con-
stant e-folding number N, assuming simple V / (�/mPl)p single-field inflation. Solid lines show the approximate ns–r relation for
quadratic and linear potentials to first order in slow roll; red lines show the approximate allowed range assuming 50 < N < 60 and
a power-law potential for the duration of inflation. The solid black line (corresponding to a linear potential) separates concave and
convex potentials. Right: Equivalent constraints in the ⇤CDM model when adding B-mode polarization results corresponding to the
default configuration of the BICEP2/Keck Array+Planck (BKP) likelihood. These exclude the quadratic potential at a higher level
of significance compared to the Planck-alone constraints.

limited by cosmic variance of the dominant scalar anisotropies,
and it is also model dependent. In polarization, in addition to B-
modes, the EE and T E spectra also contain a signal from tensor
modes coming from reionization and last scattering. However,
in this release the addition of Planck polarization constraints at
` � 30 do not significantly change the results from temperature
and low-` polarization (see Table 5).

Figure 21 shows the 2015 Planck constraint in the ns–r plane,
adding r as a one-parameter extension to base ⇤CDM. Note that
for base ⇤CDM (r = 0), the value of ns is

ns = 0.9655 ± 0.0062, Planck TT+lowP. (38)

We highlight this number here since ns, a key parameter for in-
flationary cosmology, shows one of the largest shifts of any pa-
rameter in base ⇤CDM between the Planck 2013 and Planck
2015 analyses (about 0.7�). As explained in Sect. 3.1, part of
this shift was caused by the ` ⇡ 1800 systematic in the nominal-
mission 217 ⇥ 217 spectrum used in PCP13.

The red contours in Fig. 21 show the constraints from Planck
TT+lowP. These are similar to the constraints shown in Fig. 23
of PCP13, but with ns shifted to slightly higher values. The ad-
dition of BAO or the Planck lensing data to Planck TT+lowP
lowers the value of ⌦ch2, which at fixed ✓⇤ increases the small-
scale CMB power. To maintain the fit to the Planck tempera-
ture power spectrum for models with r = 0, these parameter
shifts are compensated by a change in amplitude As and the tilt
ns (by about 0.4�). The increase in ns to match the observed
power on small scales leads to a decrease in the scalar power
on large scales, allowing room for a slightly larger contribution

from tensor modes. The constraints shown by the blue contours
in Fig. 21, which add Planck lensing, BAO, and other astrophys-
ical data, are therefore tighter in the ns direction and shifted to
slightly higher values, but marginally weaker in the r-direction.
The 95 % limits on r0.002 are

r0.002 < 0.10, Planck TT+lowP, (39a)
r0.002 < 0.11, Planck TT+lowP+lensing+ext, (39b)

consistent with the results reported in PCP13. Note that we as-
sume the second-order slow-roll consistency relation for the ten-
sor spectral index. The result in Eqs. (39a) and (39b) are mildly
scale dependent, with equivalent limits on r0.05 being weaker by
about 5 %.

PCP13 noted a mismatch between the best-fit base ⇤CDM
model and the temperature power spectrum at multipoles ` <⇠ 40,
partly driven by the dip in the multipole range 20 <⇠ ` <⇠ 30. If
this mismatch is simply a statistical fluctuation of the ⇤CDM
model (and there is no compelling evidence to think otherwise),
the strong Planck limit (compared to forecasts) is the result of
chance low levels of scalar mode confusion. On the other hand if
the dip represents a failure of the ⇤CDM model, the 95 % limits
of Eqs. (39a) and (39b) may be underestimates. These issues are
considered at greater length in Planck Collaboration XX (2015)
and will not be discussed further in this paper.

As mentioned above, the Planck temperature constraints on
r are model-dependent and extensions to ⇤CDM can give sig-
nificantly di↵erent results. For example, extra relativistic de-
grees of freedom increase the small-scale damping of the CMB
anisotropies at a fixed angular scale, which can be compensated
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad

⌘ R arad

aend
d ln a,

by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N

rad

⌧ 1
since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within

�N
rad

⇠
8
<

:

1 M . 10�2mPl ,
n + 1

3
ln

✓


�

10M

m
Pl

◆
M & 10�2mPl .

(5)
Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
�N

rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the

3

Figure 3. The equation of state parameter obtained from the numerical simulations is shown for di↵erent values of
n and M . The orange curve and green curves correspond to initially e�cient (M ⇡ 7.75⇥ 10�3mPl) and ine�cient
resonance (M ⇡ 2.45mPl), with M ⇠ 2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl separating the two regimes. The horizontal axes show the
number of e-folds after the end of inflation for e�cient (orange, bottom axis) and ine�cient (green, top axis)
resonance. The dashed line is drawn at w = 1/3 and the dotted line denotes the homogeneous equation of state.

complete fragmentation. The above statements
are quite general; however, n = 1 is special. In this
case, the higher order bands become too narrow
to allow for significant particle production at late
times, thus arresting further fragmentation.

Lattice simulations — The presence of linear
instabilities eventually leads to significant non-
linear dynamics of the fields. To study these
non-linear dynamics we solve the equations of
motion ⇤� + @�V = 0 and the Friedmann equa-
tion numerically using a parallelized version of
LatticeEasy [26]. We initialize the simulations
around the end of inflation with a homogeneous
condensate + vacuum fluctuations and evolve
them for a few�10 e-folds of expansion after this
instant. We ran di↵erent simulations (depending
on parameters) with N = 1283, 2563, 5123, and/or
10243 lattices, with the initial size of the simu-
lation volumes L ⇠ (few � 0.1)H�1

inf

. We always
terminated the simulations before resolution
e↵ects became important. Conservatively, the
lattice simulation results should be trusted for
the number of e-folds shown in Fig. 3. We also
verified that our results are independent of the
initial power spectra of field fluctuations on scales
which are not resonantly excited during the linear
stage. The details of the numerical checks and the
evolution of the power spectra will be presented
elsewhere.

The Equation of State — We now turn our
attention to the equation of state parameter
defined as

w ⌘ hpi
s

h⇢i
s

=
h�̇2/2 � (r�)2/6a2 � V i

s

h�̇2/2 + (r�)2/2a2 + V i
s

. (3)

Here, p and ⇢ are the energy density and pressure
of the inflaton field respectively. The symbol h. . .i

s

stands for spatial average. The equation of state is
often rapidly oscillating compared to the expansion
time scales; a time average over many oscillations
should be assumed when we refer to w unless other-
wise stated. Note that if the spatially and tempo-
rally averaged gradient and kinetic energy densities
are equal to each other and dominate over the po-
tential energy density, we get w = 1/3.

We find the following results for the equation of
state at su�ciently late times:

w !
(

0 if n = 1 ,

1/3 if n > 1 ,
(4)

and independent of M . mPl. We explain the in-
dependence from M , the special nature of n = 1,
and the generic behavior for n > 1 below.

For e�cient initial resonance (M .
2.5 ⇥ 10�2mPl) the linear fluctuations grow
rapidly and backreact on the condensate. For
n = 1, meta-stable pseudo solitons (oscillons, see
for e.g. [27, 28]) are copiously produced within 1
e-fold of expansion. They behave as pressureless
dust, w = 0, and can lead to a long period of
matter dominated expansion. See the leftmost
panel in Fig. 3. For the n > 1 case, we still form
highly overdense field configurations that dominate
the energy density, but they are transients, lasting
for about an e-fold of expansion. Shortly after
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theory : its complicated (probably)

a ⇠ eHt

• inflation	

• reheating after inflation



a statistical approach?!

!

• observations: early universe is simple	

• fundamental theory: not so much …	

!

• coarse grained view ? 

• calculational tools ?

MA & Baumann (2015)



from wires to cosmology

MA & Baumann (2015)



• inflation/reheating: many interacting fields	

• fluctuations: coupled, non-perturbative

multifield inflation/reheating
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complexity in time: cosmology
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Anderson localization! 
 complexity in space — emergent simplicity
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complexity in time —  
exponential particle production
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coupled multifield dynamics



many interacting fields (thick wires)

current conduction: multiple channels.
real wires are not one-dimensional.

early universe: multiple interacting fields:

a, b = 1, . . . , Nf
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k2�b

a + Mb
a(�)

�
�b = 0



multifield Fokker Planck equation
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numerical tests 
[typical occupation numbers]
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Nf = number of fields

Ns = number of scatterings



simplicity/universality

µk local mean particle 	
production rate

Nf number of fields

mean ballistic mean	
 free path 

Nf number of channels

lmf

- calculate from ‘local” microphysics or parametrize µk

- regimes exist where dependence vanishes Nf



multifield particle production 
as scattering

2Nf � 2NfM1 M2 MNs

|��(Ns)�|��(0)�

total occupation number

n = Tr(n) =
Nf�
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na where n � MM†
.

particles in each “field” (eignevalues)

|��(Ns)� = M |��(0)� where M � MNs · · · M2M1



Universality from Random Matrix Theory 

M =
Ns�

j=1

Mj

two large N’s to make life easier: 

• large number of fields: 

Nf

• large number of scatterings: 

Ns

from RMT: • eigenvalue spectrum of • non-random limit of Mj

prediction for exponential behavior in time 

non-random behavior of the exponent

Pichard and Sarma
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applications: inflation

background dynamics particle production curvature fluctuations
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combine particle production & 
EFT with driving and dissipation

background dynamics

particle production
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applications : reheating

new !

model-insensitive description of a 

complicated reheating process.

Kofman, Linde & Starobinsky (1994, 97)	
Traschen & Brandenberger    (1995) 	
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related work:  
condensed matter + cosmology
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- statistical tool for theoretical complexity 
!
- simplicity & hints of universality 

!
- observed simplicity in spite of underlying 

complexity ?

complex enough models: summary
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• what is the physics of inflation ?	

• how did the universe get populated with particles after 
inflation ? (reheating)	

• connecting with the standard model?

outstanding theory questions

inflation

reheating
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Figure 4. A summary for the asymptotic equation of
state without coupling to additional fields. The nu-
merical results from lattice simulations are shown as
green circles for M ⇡ 2.45mPl, and orange squares for
M ⇡ 7.75 ⇥ 10�3mPl. The dotted blue line is the ex-
pectation from a homogeneous, oscillating condensate.

the transients decay, the inflaton is completely
fragmented with almost no energy remaining in the
homogeneous condensate. The field configuration
now evolves freely in a turbulent manner (as
discussed for n = 2 in [29]). Numerically, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal to each other and much greater than
the potential energy, implying w ! 1/3 (cf. Fig.
3), and that the field is virialized in the sense that
h�̇2/2i

s,t

= h(r�)2/2a2i
s,t

+ nhV i
s,t

holds. We
can then get an estimate of the deviation of w

from 1/3: w � 1/3 ! (2/3)(n � 2)⇥ the fraction
of energy density in the potential energy. For
ine�cient initial resonance M & 2.5⇥10�2mPl and
n = 1, we observe initially some small excitations
of the modes near k = 0 due to the broad band
which is eventually shut o↵ by expansion. The
condensate energy is redshifted as a�3, slower than
the gradient energy (a�4). Hence, the fluctuations
become ever smaller, and the oscillating condensate
determines the equation of state, yielding w = 0.
For n > 1, after initial particle production is shut
o↵ the condensate energy decays as a�6n/(n+1),
whereas the gradient energy stored in field fluctu-
ations decays as a�4 (i.e. like radiation) until the
first narrow resonance band becomes important
and particles are again produced. This second
phase of particle production in a narrow k band is
expected from our Floquet analysis and confirmed
by our lattice simulations. Subsequent evolution
includes a shifting of this peak towards higher

(n < 2) or lower (n > 2) co-moving momenta as
expected from the flow lines in the Floquet anal-
ysis. This is followed by the generation of a series
of secondary peaks from nonlinear scattering (for
n = 2, see [30]). Eventually the growth is shut o↵
by backreaction. All the peaks smear out, whereas
the remnant condensate continues to oscillate with
slowly decaying amplitude, continuing its particle
production. After su�ciently long times, we find
that the kinetic and gradient energies are approxi-
mately equal and much greater than the potential
energy with the field again virialized. This yields
an equation of state parameter w ⇡ 1/3. Note that
the n = 2 case would yield w = 1/3 for the homo-
geneous and inhomogeneous field. A summary of
the asymptotic equation of state is shown in Fig. 4.

e-folds to Radiation Domination — Our linear
analysis of the instabilities allows us to estimate
the number of e-folds after inflation required to
reach radiation domination, �N

rad
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aend
d ln a,

by calculating the time of backreaction of the fluc-
tuations. First, note that for n = 2, �N

rad
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since in this case w ! 1/3 with and without
fragmentation. For all other n & 1, the universe
becomes radiation dominated within

�N
rad

⇠
8
<

:

1 M . 10�2mPl ,
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Here, �/ ⇠ 10�2 is the fractional width of the

first k 6= 0 narrow resonance band (cf. Fig. 2).
Note that �/ becomes vanishingly small as n !
1 (and n � 2), leading to �N

rad

� 1. These
estimates are confirmed by our lattice simulations
(see Fig. 3).

We emphasize that w ! 1/3 can be achieved
without coupling to other fields for all n & 1.
When coupling to other massless fields is included,
�N

rad

is reduced further. Thus the above calcu-
lated �N

rad

should be taken as an upper bound on
�N

rad

. Using these results, we can calculate the
expected values of the tensor-to-scalar ratio r and
the spectral index n

s

for di↵erent values of M and
n, even including the uncertainty from couplings
to additional light fields (see Fig. 5, we use a pivot
scale k? = 0.002 Mpc�1). The solid black lines use
�N

rad

calculated above, whereas the width of the
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